Scripture Angels

You will need
Photocopied sheets of Luke chapter 1
Angel templates
PVA glue
Glitter
Hole punch
Elastic cord or string for hanging
Card or laminator

What to do

- Print out the angel template and bible passage. If you set your printer to print both sides of the page, you won’t have to cut everything out twice. If not using a laminator, print onto card.
- Cut out the angel shapes.
- Turn over so that the scripture passage is face up.
- Put a thin line of PVA glue all around the outside (its best to give children the bottles with the directable lids).
- Shake glitter all over the angel and then shake off the excess.
- If using a laminator, make sure you allow time for the glue to dry before laminating. (this tip comes from bitter experience!)
- Punch a hole in the angel’s head and string some elastic cord or string on. You could add a few beads to decorate.